
Scary fast.

This Apple presentation on Monday, October 30 was relatively brief - just over 30 minutes.



Scary fast.
October 30, 2023

It covered three things - the new 3-nanometer chips, the new MacBook Pro lineup, and the renewed 24-inch iMacs.



‘Scary Fast’ Apple Event: Everything You Need to Know! by MacRumors - 3:18

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jmFCJYyiirE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jmFCJYyiirE
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Mac Line up

This is the complete Mac lineup all using Apple developed silicon.



A little Apple boasting as you can see.



New Apple Silicon chips

3-nanometer manufacturing process

The lineup of the new M3 chips in three flavors as it were. The main thing here is the new 3-
nanometer manufacturing process, which compared to the previous 5-nanometer process making for 
closer spacing of transistors on the chips, allowing faster speeds and reducing power consumption.

Compared with the N5 process, the N3 process should offer a 10–15% (1.10–1.15×) increase in 
performance, or a 25–35% (1.25–1.35×) decrease in power consumption.



This slide shows a quick comparison of the three M3 chips.



In the new MacBook Pro lineup, there is the choice between 14 and 16-inch 
models. Note the differences and available configurations.



Here you can see the array of ports available on the new MacBook Pro models.



Here you see the 
starting prices of 
the 14 and 16-
inch MacBook 
Pros versus the 
13 and 15-inch 
MacBook Airs. 
The 14-inch 
MacBook Pro 
with M3 starts at 
$1599 or $1799 
depending on 
storage (512 GB 
SSD or 1TB SSD) 
and is available in 
Space Gray or 
Silver. The 14-
inch MB Pro with 
the M3 Pro chip 
starts at $1999 
with 512 GB SSD 
storage, available 
in Space Black or 
Silver.



The 16-inch 
MacBook Pro 
with M3 Pro 
starts at $2499 or 
$2899 depending 
on storage of 512 
GB SSD and 18 
GB or 36GB 
unified memory, 
both are 
available in 
Space Black or 
Silver. The 16-
inch MB Pro with 
the M3 Max chip 
starts at $3499 or 
$3999 with 1 TB 
SSD storage and 
36GB or 48GB 
unified memory, 
again available in 
Space Black or 
Silver.



MacBook Pro summary

This slide and the next one summarize the new MacBook Pro choices.



MacBook Pro summary

This slide and the previous one summarize the new MacBook Pro choices.



24-inch iMac with M3 chip

The upgraded 24-in iMac with the M3 chips come in the same choice of 7 
colors as before, all less than 10 pounds and 11.5 mm thin, and all 2X faster 
than the previous M1 models.



These renewed M3 iMacs all have the features shown above.



M3 iMac

Here you see a summary of the M3 iMac lineup.



This slide shows the current Mac desktop lineup.



This final slide gives you a comparison of the M3 iMac prices and features.


